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“It was not for your sake.”
――On Reading Isak Dinesen/ Karen Blixen’s Babette’s Feast.――
Christian M. Hermansen
Babette in Isak Dinesen’s Babette’s Feast is an anti-Christ, according
to Frantz Leander Hansen (2003). Sara Stambaugh concludes Babette is a
Dionysian Christ (1988). She is a feminine Christ of the medieval
tradition, argues Margaret M. McFadden (2004). “Babette, as the giver of
grace through her art, is a parallel to Christ,” claims Mary Elizabeth
Podles (1992).
In relation to a study on the Christian ceremony called Eucharist I
once thought Dinesen’s novella would be a good example of Eucharist in a
cultural context. Scholarly articles on the story seemed to confirm my
notion, until I realized that most who thought like me, referred to the
1987 movie by Gabriel Axel. Others, referring to Dinesen’s novella, in
English or Danish, drew different conclusions. Why? The following is a
partial answer.
Form and content are equally important in communication. The
rhetorical ideal is that the two should match one another, but whether
they do or not, their combination influences the message’s audience.
Therefore, we will first examine the publication history of Babette’s Feast
by comparing the first edition in English and Danish (=the forms), and
then compare the text as it has appeared in two English editions, two
Danish editions, Gabriel Axel’s film manuscript and his movie (=the
（187）
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contents). Significant changes are thereby identified that, in turn, might
have led consumers to widely different readings of the text. Any reading is
also conditioned by the reader’s/ viewer’s quest into the text, but not
having the means or qualifications for going into that particular aspect of
the receptions it is left aside.
The analysis has been deeply influenced by many journalist and
scholar readers whose works have been consulted; they have alerted me to
dimensions in Babette’s Feast I overlooked in the first place, which
increased my appreciation of the story. I hope readers of my reading will
feel motivated to read the wonderful short story―for the first time or
again―and watch the movie. To the extent deemed necessary, back
ground notes are included about Blixen and elements in Babette’s Feast.
The life of Karen Blixen
Baroness Karen von Blixen-Finecke was born on 17 April 1885 as
Karen Christentze Dinesen the daughter of Ingeborg Westenholz (1856―
1939) and Wilhelm Dinesen (1845―1895)1). In 1913, she engaged her
Swedish cousin, Baron Bror von Blixen-Finecke (1886―1946), and married
him after they had moved to Kenya to start a coffee plantation in the
Ngong Hills near Nairobi. To finance it, a company was formed and
named Karen Coffee. The business was not successful in part because the
location turned out to be unsuitable for coffee growing. Privately, things
did not work out well either. In 1916, Bror acquired syphilis and passed it
on to Karen who was first diagnosed in Kenya and subsequently sent for
treatment in Denmark. On route, she saw a doctor in Paris who predicted
she probably couldn’t be cured. Consequently, though the Danish doctor
1) Biographical details taken from Larsson 1997.
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treated her with success, and no later medical records documented new
outbreaks, Blixen believed herself an eternal victim of the disease
wherefore she kept taking small doses of arsenic to prevent the next
outbreak, thereby poisoning her body2). Syphilis aside, while she lived in
Kenya she also suffered from malaria and, importantly, from stress
sometimes leading to depressions (cf. Donelson)3). She separated from Bror
in 1921 and divorced him altogether in 1925, yet retained Baron von
Blixen’s family name and the title of baroness. A friendship with the
Englishman Denys Finch Hatton (1887―1931) evolved into a relationship
and she seems to have conceived his child but lost it4). Though never a
good investment Blixen fought well for her company, in part because she
liked the nature, in part because Finch Hatton would come and stay with
her, and in part for the sake of the Africans, she believed depended on
her. The World Depression was merely one of several causes for the
economic failure of the enterprise, and by 1931 the shareholders in Karen
Coffee would not postpone selling off the holdings. That very spring, as
Blixen unwillingly was forced to give up her African life, Finch Hatton
2) On Blixen’s medical story, see Donelson, pp. 335ff. Blixen was sometimes
hospitalized for operations and to recover from fatigue, and much to her regret
during these extended periods she could not produce much, if anything. In the
late 1940s, a third of her stomach was removed as treatment of ulcer further
reducing her ability to eat. On her first and last visit to the United States of
America in 1959, a celebration of the then famous Isak Dinesen, she could
hardly eat anything.
3) Causes for stress included Blixen’s matrimonial situation, and her isolation
from the majority of British settlers during the 1st World War,.
4) Using the code name “Daniel” when they talked about a future child, in 1926
Blixen cabled Finch Hatton, in England, “I understand that Daniel is on his
way.” Finch Hatton replied, “Reference your cable and my reply please do as
you like about Daniel as I should welcome him if I could offer partnership but
that is impossible―stop―you will know I consider your mothers views, Denys”
(Donelson, 234―235). Blixen apparently lost the child at then end of May 1926.
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crashed to death in his airplane. Returned to Denmark and financially
broken, Blixen settled with her mother in her childhood home
Rungstedlund, north of Copenhagen, where she died on 11 September
1962.
“I am a storyteller,” she once told her American radio audience in the
1950s5). Throughout her life stories and storytelling were important to
Blixen. During her childhood she loved staging her puppet theater with
plays of her own. Her father Wilhelm had explored North America living
with Native Americans (1872―1874) and his adventure-experiences were a
favored source of her stories as well as of life values. Feeling Wilhelm was
the one in her family who understood her, she developed a strong bond to
him6). Consequently, his suicide in 1895, was the more of a shock, leaving
her with a sense of betrayal by him and estrangement from her still living
family. In Africa, she prepared and told Finch Hatton stories when he
stayed on her farm. In part, they were conditioned by her observations
and admiration of the local people and nature.
Storytelling proved to be her means for a living. 1934 saw her
successful debut collection of stories called Seven Gothic Tales published
in the USA by Harrison Smith and Robert K. Haas. The cover identified
the author as Isak Dinesen7). Her choices of these three seemingly
distancing measures were motivated by a wish to surpass prejudices (male
over female), reach a wider audience (English over Danish), and surmount
reluctance (US over Europe). English also seemed a natural choice,
because she had been living in that language for most of the years
5) KB in the US, in a radio broadcast.
6) On their relationship see Thurman, 45―50; on the inspiration esp. 47―48.
7) “Isak Dinesen” was a composite of her father’s family name and the Hebrew
name for “God Laughs.”
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between 1914 and 1931. Her measures proved successful in that Seven
Gothic Tales was well received―even elected Book-of-the-Month before it
was published. This gave her a much needed income and in turn
convinced an initially reluctant Danish publishing house to accept Blixen’s
own Danish version of the stories. In the name of Karen Blixen, they were
released as Syv fantastiske Fortœllinger8) by Reitzels Forlag in 1935. It
was not only the Danish publishers who declined her in the first place.
Putnam in London had turned her down before a friend introduced her to
Smith and Haas9).
Blixen followed this pattern of publication for the short stories
collectively known as Anecdotes of Destiny, including Babette’s Feast. Here
I shall refer to four versions from Blixens hand: I(sak) D(inesen) 1950
(published in the US), ID 1952 (the first Danish edition), K(aren) B(lixen)
1958 (the second Danish edition) and ID 1958 (the second US edition). To
facilitate comparison the appendix is a compilation of selected passages
from these four editions, and of KB 1958 with Gabriel Axel’s manuscript
(Axel 1986) and his movie (Axel 1987). The passages have been numbered,
so in the text “Appendix, number” refers to the collective of editions.
Blixen’s purposes in writing Babette’s Feast
Seven Gothic Tales was an economic success as was Blixen’s semi-
biographical Out of Africa (published 1937 in Denmark and England,
1938 in the US). However, the outbreak of war in Europe in September
1939 and Germany’s occupation of Denmark from April 1940 first made
8) Literally Seven Fantastic Tales
9) Ironically, Putnam subsequently bought the book from the US for publication
in England, without realizing that they had been offered it in the past.
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money transfers difficult then stopped them completely till after the
German surrender in May 194510). This left her with the income she could
gain in Denmark. She had to get by on a very tight budget that for
instance made repairs of her house beyond the bare minimum difficult
and also meant that her secretaries, one at a time, were expected to serve
her in many other ways. The last and most patient of these women, Clara
Svendsen, on one hand was honored to work for the famous Karen Blixen,
but at times found it trying when she had to take extra jobs to make both
ends meet, because her payment was overdue (Svendsen, 47). Not that
Blixen was always broke or stingy. In Kenya, her hospitality and
generosity had been well known, and in Denmark, Blixen felt it her duty
to try to prevent her neighborhood from being ruined by property
speculations wherefore she let people have free access to her own garden.
When writing Babette, one of Blixen’s motivations was a need for money.
Another motivation was the challenge posed to her by “the English
writer,” as Langbaum labels Geoffrey Gorer11), “[who] bet Isak Dinesen
that she could not sell a story to The Saturday Evening Post” (Langbaum,
247)12). Karen Blixen had corresponded with the English social
10) When the war ended and she could get money from the US again, the tax laws
made her ask her agent to send money in small amounts. “I have very sad
experiences with big profits made in one year! Out of the 50.000$ earned in the
U.S.A. during the war I have, after taxes paid in America and Denmark,
received about 3.000$.” (Blixen to Haas 11 April 1952, in Larsson and
Engelbrecht 1996, vol. 2, p. 83)
11) Thurman 1982 (377) identifies Geoffrey Gorer (1905―85) as “a visiting English
friend” whereas Svendsen 1974 (45) writes he was “En engelsk etnolog” (an
English ethnologist). His papers include two letters of 1948 from Karen Blixen
and are today kept at The University of Sussex cf: (http://www.sussex.ac.uk/
library/speccoll/collection_descriptions/gorer.html).
12) The Saturday Evening Post, was “a journal founded in 1728 as Pennsylvania
Gazette by Benjamin Franklin, gained its present name in 1821, and was
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anthropologist in 1948, and he had “visited her to talk about his
observations of the Americans, published in his book,” i.e., The American
People: a Study in National Character from W.W. Norton, 1948 (Svendsen,
45). He had told her, that the Americans liked food, which inspired her to
write a story about food. She worked on “Babette’s Feast” during the
spring of 1949 (Svendsen, 45). First, she sent the story to the American
magazine, Good Housekeeping13). The editors replied, in August 1949, that
they were honored by her offer, but had to decline “because the food
described in “Babette’s Feast” could only be of interest to people of the
highest income” and thus would be beyond their readership (Svendsen,
46). Taking Gorer’s challenge she then sent The Saturday Evening Post
three or four stories including “Babette’s Feast”. The magazine selected
one called “Uncle Seneca” and published it in its December 10, 1949
edition as “The Uncertain Heiress” (cf. http://www.pastpaper.com/List-
SatEvePost40s.htm). The choice upset her, because Blixen thought “Uncle
Seneca” inferior to the other stories. Her story “Sorrow Acre” had been
published by the US magazine The Ladies Home Journal in August 1949,
so when The Saturday Evening Post rejected “Babette’s Feast” she sent it
to The Ladies’ Home Journal that published it in June 1950 (Langbaum
247)14).
bought by Cyrus H. Curtis in 1897” (cf. Saturday Evening Post Society 2010).
13) Good Housekeeping, a women’s magazine founded in 1859; since 1911 owned
by the Hearst Corporation (cf. http://wapedia.mobi/en/Good_Housekeeping)
14) The Ladies’ Home Journal (LHJ) first appeared on February 16, 1883, as a
women’s supplement to the Tribune and Farmer, like The Saturday Evening
Post published by Cyrus H. Curtis. It grew out of a popular “women’s column”
written by Louisa Knapp, Curtis’ wife. The following year it became an
independent publication and rapidly became the leading magazine of its type,
reaching a circulation of more than one million copies in ten years. In 1892, it
became the first magazine to refuse patent medicine ads. [...] In 1986, LHJ was




Karen Blixen divided her story into three ages. The first two are used
to introduce the main characters and lead up to the third, where all get
together at the dining table, laid out by Babette.
We are first introduced to a congregation, “a pious ecclesiastic party
or sect” of Protestants living in Berlevaag, a small Norwegian town by a
fjord, (ID 1950, 35:1; KB 1958, 7:2 has “en from og streng kirkelig retning
(a pious and strict ecclesiastic wing”). The congregation was founded by “a
dean and prophet.”15) At the time of introduction, 1854, his two daughters,
Martine and Philippa “named after Martin Luther and his friend Philip
Melanchton,” are eighteen and seventeen respectively. Their mother has
died long ago, and their father declines their local pursuers, declaring
them to be like his right and left hand. In 1854 Lorens Lövenhielm, a
young Swedish officer, is sent by his father to stay with his aunt in the
vicinity of Berlevaag. He happens upon Martine and tries to conquer her
by attending the gatherings of the congregation, but unsuccessful he
returns to Stockholm and makes a glorious career at the royal court. A
year later, arrives another stranger via Sweden, a famous French opera
subsequently carried Blixen’s stories in Feb 1953 (The Immortal Story), May
1955 (The Cloak), Nov 1957 (The Caryatids), Jan 1960 (The Blue Eyes), Mar
1960 (A Country Tale), Nov 1960 (Farah), Dec 1962 (The Secret of Rosenbad)
(cf. University of Minnesota Libraries 2008).
15) ID identifies him as dean in English and provst in Danish. As such he would
have been a member of the church-hierarchy in a position above the common
pastors. The Norwegian church is and was organized like the Danish with a
hierarchy from “prester, proster og biskopper,” where “proster” means the
spiritual and administrative leaders of one of Norway’s 103 deaneries. Even
during the union with Sweden, 1813―1907, the Norwegian church was
independent of the Swedish system (cf. “Etter Reformasjonen”).
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singer, Achille Papin on recreation in the Norwegian wilderness. He
happens to hear Philippa sing in the church and sets about to cultivate
her talent and bring her to Paris, where, he promises her, rich and poor
will enjoy it and she will be served the best food in town at Café Anglais.
The Protestant pastor is taken aback by the Catholic Papin’s offer; still,
he accepts it. Philippa makes progress till one day during a rehearsal of
the “duet of seduction” from Mozart’s Don Juan. Philippa was Zerlina,
Papin was Don Juan and as they sang, “he was swept off his feet by the
heavenly music and the heavenly voices. As the last melting note died
away he seized Philippa’s hands, drew her toward him and kissed her
solemnly, as a bridegroom might kiss his bride before the altar.” (ID 1958,
28) That sealed the end of the singing practices.
The next [st]age is 1871. The Dean is dead. The sisters live together
in their father’s house, when, on a dark and stormy night in June, a
French woman seeks refuge in their home. She has been advised to go to
Berlevaag by Achille Papin. In a letter of introduction, Papin explains
that the woman’s name is Babette Hersant, a Communard, accused of
arson. Babette’s husband and son have been killed by the aristocratic
defenders of injustices and she has lost everything. Papin concludes his
presentation with “Babette can cook.” The sisters accept her. Learning she
is a Catholic, and a former cook for a saintly bishop, they determine to
prove themselves more pietistic than he and make her a Protestant by
their example. Berlevaag’s citizens get used to Babette; the business
people learn she is skilled in barging and the poor, who are cared for by
the sisters, enjoy her nourishing food, simple as it is under the given
economic circumstances.
1885, fourteen years after Babette’s arrival in Berlevaag, is the year
of the story’s third, main [st]age16). Babette’s sole connection with Paris is
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a lottery stake, and 1885 first witnesses her winning the lottery’s big prize
of 10,000 Francs17). Coincidentally, 1885 is also the hundredth
anniversary of the Dean. The sisters have been talking about the
upcoming event and Babette asks for the sisters’ permission to serve a
genuine French dinner. Reluctantly they give in to her pleading. The
remaining story is focused on the dinner and is divided into three parts;
Babette’s purveying the ingredients, her preparing the food and the house,
and the participants consumption of the dinner. Because the sisters fear
the unknown situation of a genuine French dinner, the diners have agreed
among themselves, not to pay attention to what they eat or drink. Lorens
Lövenhielm happens to join the dinner, and through him they and the
reader get to know what is served. As the meal progresses and the
participants ingest and become one with the unknown, an atmosphere of
harmony manifests among them, and broken relationships are reconciled.
When everyone is gone, the sisters learn that Babette has spent her
lottery prize to pay for the dinner. They thank her for having given her all
for their sake to which Babette replies, “For your sake? No, for my own.”
(Appendix, 54)
“Babette’s Feast” in The Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1950
If form and content shapes one another, the layout of the first edition
16) ID 1950, 205:11; ID 1952, 22:2 and KB 1958, 27:2 have “fourteen years”
whereas ID 1958, 31:2 has “twelve years,” so in the latest case, the climax
takes place in 1883 instead of 1885. (See appendix no. 18).
17) In 1885, under the Latin Monetary Union, 10000 Francs were equivalent to
2.903 kilogram of gold. A French workman earned about 5 Francs a day, a




of “Babette’s Feast” in The Ladies’ Home Journal, June 1950 deserves our
attention because it must have influenced the readings of the story.
The cover of “The Magazine that Women Believe in Ladies’ Home
Journal” (June, 1950. 25c) is a full-page photo of the laced-covered head of
a blond, blue-eyed woman in her twenties―very likely bridal dressed18)―
with two small blocks of appetizers at the bottom, one of which reads
“Stories by Isak Dinesen, Mona Gardner, Florence Jane Soman.” The
magazine measures 27.2×34.7 centimeters. Weighing 740 grams, it comes
at 212 pages of four columns, each 6cm wide with 100 lines in the running
text. In other words, a solid and densely printed publication. The
circulation of this particular issue must have been between 4.5 and 7.5
million copies19).
Page 3, the page of contents, introduces Isak Dinesen:
Dinesen is the maiden name of cosmopolitan Baroness Karen Blixen of
Rungstedlund, Denmark. She married a cousin, Baron Blixen, in 1914, and
lived on a coffee plantation in British East Africa for seventeen years, is now
divorced and back in her own country. Three volumes of her short stories,
published by Random House, have been Book of the Month Club selections.
Babette’s Feast (page 34) takes place in Norway.
Beside Babette’s Feast this issue carries the novel “Middle Heaven” by
18) Several of the advertisements are focused on “June, the traditional month of
brides” for example on pages 15, 17, and 19.
19) Under the editorship of Bruce and Beatrice B. Gould between 1935 and 1967,
the circulation of LHJ tripled to 7.5 million (N.Y. Times, Jan. 31, 1989. NB:
According other sources, the couple retired from their editorship of LHJ in
1962 (Torkelson 1968 and Princeton University Press 2007)). The circulation of
LHJ was 4,520,982 the week before 4 Oct 1948 (Time 1948) and on the rise, so
the June 1950 issue must have come in between 4.5 and 7.5 million copies.
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war correspondent Mona Gardner about “the people I know thoroughly”=
the Japanese; two short stories: Florence Jane Soman’s “How long shall I
wait?” and Dwight Hutchison’s “How far can you go on a new hat?” plus
the fourth of five installments of “Wintertime” By Jan Valtin. Like two-
third of the fiction is written by women, so is the gender proportions
among the non-fiction parts that consist mostly of advice features related
to middle class(?) white(?) women’s domestic life, for example “How to
snare a man,” “Baby’s first year,” Making marriage work,” and “Nylon
Travel Wardrobe.” The magazine is, however, not solely dedicated to
“home.” “Training for Citizenship” for instance, introduces the idea of
married women doing voluntary community service, and among the
readers’ letters some express dissatisfaction with the life as housewives
(p. 6 and 8). Others praise the magazine for its intellectual fare and
entertainment. The advertisements are overwhelmingly focused on home
appliances, fashion and processed food.
Dinesen’s novella begins on pages 34―35. More than seventy percent
of the spread is covered with an illustration by Harry Anderson. It has
General Lövenhielm in red uniform illuminated by candlelight and with
the full attention of his table fellows. In other words, where Dinesen
focuses on the women and especially on the “black” servant cum cook;
Anderson draws our attention to the white, decorated man in red. Only
glasses are visible on the table―despite (?) food being what reveals
Babette’s identity. Two phrasal appetizers are inserted: in the upper-left
quadrant white letters on the fire red background state, “Never before had
they been so wonderfully favored” and, below the picture, set in a red,
cursive hand, “Hers was a hunger that had lasted all her life... and was
satisfied in a day.” None of these sentences are lifted from Dinesen’s text,
and the veracity of their claims is questionable. Particularly the latter one
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―who is the finally satisfied “she”? Babette? The reader? The author?
The prologue ends on page 35 and chapter 2 “Martine’s lover” begins
on page 202, wherefrom the page layout is the standard four columns per
page. The left most is an advertisement for “Wheaties,” a breakfast
product. Two-third of the lines in the middle of the third column is a box,
framed by red stars above and below, containing a poem The Gracious
and the Gentle Thing by Robert P. Tristram Coffin. Page 203 is a full-
colored advertisement for SWIFT’S PREMIUM HAM. Of the four columns on
page 204, the two left most are shared by two advertisements? “VETO,
against under-arm perspiration and odor” on top, and Kleenex Pocket-
Pack at the bottom. Babette is in column three; number four has three
anatomically related advertisements―for NAIR, a lotion to keep
(women’s) legs hair-free, for “CAT’S PAW Rubber heels and soles,” and for
Babette’s Feast, Ladies Home Journal June 1950
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DR. SCHOLL’S SHOES. On page 205 the words in the first two columns are
mostly Dinesen’s, except for the insert of a short word of wisdom,
“‘Laughter, if it comes from the heart, is a heavenly thing’-Gilbert K.
Cherton,” while the remaining two columns have PAN-STICK by Max
Factor’s promise of “the coolest way to a tan” with a mail coupon. This
latter b&w advertisement is printed back to back with a full-color for
“Uncle Ben’s converted Rice” on page 206, that otherwise has three
columns of Babette. The story continues in the first two columns on page
207 but must share the reader’s attention with a 25-line inserted box, set
off by a thick red line above and below. It has these thoughts of Mark
Twain:
I have no special regard for Satan but I can at least claim that I have no
prejudice against him. It may even be that I have a little in his favor, on
account of his not having a fair show. All religions issue bibles against him,
but we never hear his side. We have none but the evidence for the prosecution,
and yet we have rendered the verdict. To my mind, this is irregular. It is un-
English, it is un-American. We may not pay him reverence, for that would be
indiscreet, but we can at least respect his talents. A person who has for untold
centuries maintained the imposing position of spiritual head of four fifths of
the human race, and political head of the whole of it, must be granted the
possession of executive abilities of the loftiest order. I would like to see him. I
would rather see him and shake him by the tail than any other member of the
European Concert.
Advertisement for FABERWARE stainless steel cooking ware covers the last
two columns of that page. Page 208 has a full-color advertisement for
ARVIN METAL CHROME-PLATED DINETTE SETS in the first two columns,
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followed by Babette again with a box set off by blue stars and with a
Virginia Brasier poem The Generations. Only column two on page 209
carries the story forward; column one is shared by SANI-FLUSH, a fragrant
for toilets and Bridgeport Aer-a-sol insecticide in b&w, while BIRD
ARMOLITE AND LINOLEUM FLOOR COVERINGS, in colors, covers the half page
to the right. The first column on page 210 has a b&w advertisement for
BRILLO soap pads. The full second one and two-third from top to bottom of
the third and the fourth have Blixen’s tale. The bottom of columns three
and four has a cartoon of a man telling a woman, “we must be calm; we
must be rational; we mustn’t lose our heads. We’re standing in poison
ivy.”
Page 211 has a column, number one, by the “prominent nutritionist”
Adelle Davis20) Never hungry―yet Undernourished, a situation she
explains can be corrected by using the right utensils. GUARDIAN SERVICE
offers such utensils in its full color add on what remain of that page. Soft-
weve (toilet paper) and Scotties (tissues) flank the last part of Babette
printed in two-thirds of columns three and four on page 212. At the
bottom right is a box with Nora O’Leary’s “DOS and DONT’S for Sewing
Nylon Fabrics.” Opposite page 212 is the inside of the back cover, a full-
color advertisement for CANNON COMBSPUN PERCALE SHEETS.
Spelled out like above, it should be clear how the graphic designers’
professional decisions were meant to entertain the readers and enhance
the exposition of the advertisers. The lay-out’s skillfully matching of
20) “Adelle Davis (1904―1974) was the US first “health authority” (...) At the 1969
White House Conference on Food and Nutrition, the panel on deception and
misinformation agreed that Davis was probably the most damaging source of
false nutrition information in the nation. (...)” (Barrett 2006, see also Young
1980, p. 180.) Other sources, such as the entry for her under Wikipedia.com,
have a more flattering portrait of Davis.
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Dinesen’s text with food related products makes the most of the reader’s
attention on food; on the other hand it interrupts, and the non-commercial
boxes―the cartoon’s male driven action or Twain’s take on Satan―seem
to counter the story’s strong artist woman. June is a wedding month, at
least in the United States of America, which makes the choice of
publishing a tale about two spinsters, a widow, and their dinner in
December a puzzle, were it not for the fact that Babette’s Feast can be
read as a very romantic and ecstatic tale of love where “righteousness and
bliss shall kiss each other” and that makes a nice message for newly-
weds.
Babette’s Feast in Danish
The first edition of Babette’s Feast in Danish is a booklet of 12×19.2
centimeters, in a beige hardcover with brown vertical stribes and a white
lable on the front that reads “Isak Dinesen/ Babettes Gæstebud// Fremads
Folkebibliotek.” Its 62 pages of good quality paper have 27 lines within 8
×14 centimeters, and the text is set in a 12-points font with comfortable
space between the lines. The book was the first volume in the series
“Fremad’s library for the people” (Fremads Folkebibliotek) published by
Forlaget Fremad, the press of LO, the Danish labor unions’ umbrella
organization, in 1952. The first print ran at an astonishing 50,000 copies.
This hardcover edition was used as a give-away to the library subscribers.
A softcover edition was sold separately at a modest 1.50 Danish kroner21)
because Blixen wanted people to buy it and, for example, use it instead of
a greeting card (Svendsen, 64). The page with technical information states
that Jrgen Claudi translated the text and that, read by Bodil Ipsen, it
21) A laborers’ hourly wage was 3.69 kroner (cf. DA)
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had been broadcast on the Danish Radio on 24 November 1950 and 8
February 1952, as well as on the Swedish Radio on 18―19 April 195122).
Comparing the first Danish edition with the English, the physical
conditions are strikingly different, yet relatively speaking The Ladies
Home Journal and Fremads Folkebibliotek had a wide circulation in
common. Unless the publishers of LHJ and FF were motivated by a wish
to prove themselves culturally sophisticated―and I have no evidence to
that end―the fact that this story appeared in so diversely segmented
literary fora can be taken as an evidence of the universality and the
universal appeal of Babette’s Feast. Comparing Claudi’s translation with
Dinesen’s English version, one finds it to be very faithfully and
imaginatively done. Could it be because the text was actually written by
Blixen but published in the name of Claudi?23) In fact, authorities like
Blixen’s trusted secretary Clara Svendsen writes “Jrgen Claudi had
translated the tale for a radio performance, read by Bodil Ipsen” (84), and
Judith Thurman, her thorough American biographer, writes that after a
summer holiday in Italy in 1949 “Karen Blixen came home exhilarated
but broke and decided she would try her hand at writing for the lucrative
American magazine market.” (376) No sources available to me at the
moment substantiate my notion that Blixen actually wrote the text or had
a final say in Claudi’s translation. My notion, then, is build on the
22) “The Danish Radio” was the state monopoly radio and television broadcasting
system till 1988. Jrgen Claudi (1916―1971) worked for the radio’s Theatre
Section (Lense-Mller 2001). Bodil Ipsen (1889―1964) was a leading actress on
stage and in movies; the Danish equivalent of the US Oscar is named Bodil
partly after her. Fremads Forlag was a part of the National Laborers
Organisation’s efforts to provide all necessities to the workers, including
culture. Fremads Folkebibliotek ended in 1970 with no. 193, A.J. Cronin Under
de evige stjerner (Danish translation of The Stars Look Down from 1935).




First, Donelson has demonstrated that several of Blixen’s works were
created over a long span of time, wherefore it is not unlikely that Babette’s
Feast too was not written in a matter of a few months between her return
from the summer holiday in Italy 1949 and Saturday Evening Post’s
publication of “Uncle Seneca” in December 1949, when they also had
Babette at their disposal. Second, her novel Gengœldelsens Veje from 1944
was published as Clara Svendsen’s translation of the Frenchman Pierre
Andrézel, although in fact the labor of Blixen (cf. Langbaum, 197). It
would therefore not be the first time, if someone deliberately was credited
with a translation that had not taken place. Third, , given her star status
in the Danish cultural Parnassus in the 1950s, and her care for details it
would be surprising if she did not have a) the option to comment and b)
did not use it24). Fourth, in a letter of 1947 to her USA publisher at
Random, Blixen tells him
I have myself got 6 ‘short stories’ ready here(...). (...)If you wish I shall send
one or two of them to you. They are, however, written in Danish, -but they
have not been published in Danish, -so that it will take some little time before
I can have them re-written in English, and sent off to America. (...) For the
sake of further discussion on the matter, I shall call any stories of this kind
and quality: ‘Anecdotes of Destiny’ (Blixen to Haas, 23 July 1947, in LE1, 470).
24) In Karen Blixen i Danmark, J. Claudi is mentioned six times, though no letters
of his correspondence with Blixen have been included (cf. Larsson and
Engelbrecht 1996, vol. 2 p. 632 [hereafter LE2, 632]). While one could imagine
her simply being satisfied with the result, and therefore used it almost as it
was, considering how otherwise she was very careful with her works and did
not think Babette’s Feast inferior to her more “serious” stories (cf. her
comments to Robert Haas, see above) it seems reasonable to assume that she
somehow supervised the first translation.
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Therefore, Claudi might well have had a Danish version for reference, but
likely for use-as-is. For the lack of direct evidences, I shall still refer to ID
1952 as Claudi’s translation.
Even for a reader with no proficiency in Danish, comparing Claudi’s
translation with Blixen’s Danish 1958 edition (KB 1958) will make the
affinity clear, see the appendix. Mostly the words have been used with no
alterations. The difference between the two versions stems primarily from
Blixen’s addition of details in her descriptions. An example is a scene of
internal schisms marring the community in the year of the Dean’s one
hundredth anniversary: In the original this fact is expressed: “Two old
Sisters could not even tolerate the sight of each other” (ID 1950, page 206
column 1 (hereafter 206:1)), in Claudi’s correct rendering: “To af de ældre
。
sstre i Menigheden kunne end ikke tale synet af hinanden” (ID 1952,
page 27 paragraph 2 (hereafter 27:2)). KB/ ID 1958 expand this to:
There were in the congregation two old women who before their conversion
had spread slander upon each other, and thereby to each other ruined a
marriage and an inheritance. Today they could not remember happenings of
yesterday or a week ago, but they remembered their forty-year-old wrong and
kept going through the ancient accounts; they scowled at each other. (ID 1958,
34:4).
This last paragraph is identical with the Danish 1958 version. It is
followed by two paragraphs to substantiate the point (KB 1958, 34:2―36:2;
ID 1958, 34:4―35:1); the first about two men who cheated one another in
their youths, the other about a man and a woman who had an
extramarital affair and now blame each other for the sinning. Later in the
tale, these tensions are mirrored in a scene of reconciliation during the
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dinner after the consummation of Clos Vougeot 1846 (Blixen 1958, 72:2;
Dinesen 1958, 54:3), a scene not in the original. In this way, the tale’s
supporting figures gain more personality and the more, graver, facets of
sin intensify the atmosphere, thereby also augmenting the sense of bliss
when it is achieved. In this case, the English  Danish  Danish 
English versions are symmetrically identical, but, as Hansen (2003)
demonstrates, there are sometimes differences between the English text
and the Danish, differences that occurs mostly where the Danish has been
altered by Blixen. Towards the end of the story, for example, when
Martine and Philippa hear that Babette prepared and served the dinner
for her own sake, Philippa, the younger sister, “rose and took a step
toward her servant” (ID 1950, 212:15). Claudi (ID 1952, 61:2) translated
this faithfully as “hun rejste sig og tog et skridt frem mod sin
Tjenestepige.” The second English edition is identical with the first, but
the second Danish edition reads:
。
Hun rejste sig fra den trebenede kkkenstol hun sad pa, og tog et skridt frem
mod sin kokkepige. Dette skridt var meget langt, fra én verden ind i en anden.
(She rose from the tripod she was sitting on, and took a step toward her cook.
It was a very long step, from one world into another.) (KB 1958, 82:5)
The first sentence is another example of the numerous adjustments of
descriptions already given25). The second sentence transforms the physical
movement into an existential metaphor, thereby emphasizing a [new]
25) “Kokkepige” literally translates as cook girl but that word is not in the English
vocabulary. Babette evidently is not a “pige=girl” in the “non-adult, young
female” sense, so this commonly used diminutive denotes an inferior/ child




dimension in the text26). In the appendix, I underline this and other
additions in KB 1958 and include my verbatim English translation of
them.
To account for all the changes would exceed the limits of this paper,
yet two more deserve our attention. One is General Lövenhielm’s speech
at the dinner (Appendix, no. 48). The Danish version has been augmented
from 56 words in ID 1952 to 156 words in KB 1958, and the English from
78 to 207 words. The focus has been shifted from {human’s} choice to
{God’s} grace, and the subject from the abstract “human” to and an
inclusive “we” so it matches the congregation’s Lutheran teaching even
better than before. The other point is the descriptions of Babette. In KB
1958, Babette is darker and her body bigger than in the other versions
(see no. 34 dark woman  dark, stout woman & “taken possession of most
of the house”  “taken possession of the house”; no. 23 dark eyes  black
eyes like wells; no. 53 (comparing her to) “an old black king”  “the
elephant-size black king;” no. 54 “to both of them, she appeared to have
grown, and her body looked unusually big in the kitchen. When she spoke,
her words were of the same size.” Likewise, extra wildness is emphasized
in Babette’s nature: no. 54 “Babette turned completely black, as wild as
the black king” and no. 57 “I loaded the gun for my menfolk; my arms
were blacken, as now, by fouling. I stepped in blood: my stockings were
drenched in it.”
Others have pointed out how Blixen positions Babette as a witch in
the eyes of Martine and Philippa, not only during the feast sequence but
also when she makes everyday food curative and manages the scanty
26) Hansen dismisses it, because in his opinion nothing has actually changed. I do
not agree with him; while not an existential leap=sudden awakening, it could
well be an important “flash” along a path of gradual awakening.
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money so well (see below).
Like the physical forms of the editions would have influenced the
readings of them, so would these additions and changes. This may be part
of the explanation for the many readings of Babette’s Feast. Here, we first
focus on the most well-known of them all, the Danish film director Gabriel
Axel’s “Babettes Gæstebud” from 1987.
Gabriel Axel’s Babette’s Feast, based on Karen Blixen’s
The following description and discussion is based on Axel’s
manuscript for Babettes Gœstebud (Axel 1986)27) and Axel’s movie as
published on video tape in Japan by CBS/Sony Group (Axel 1987).
Gabriel Axel Mrch (1918―) had more than thirty five years of
experience when he began his work on the adaption of Karen Blixen’s
story. Axel was born in Denmark but raised in France till his father’s
business went bankrupt. Between 1935 and 1946, he lived in Denmark
where he trained, first as cabinet maker, then as actor at the Danish
Royal Theater. He then lived on and off in Denmark and France (cf.
“Gabriel Axel”). Axel’s filmography (see www.imbd.com) reveals him as a
pioneer of television drama for The Danish Radio from 1951 to 1958. His
second feature movie was nominated for The Golden Bear at The Berlin
Film Festival in 1958. His tenth feature, Den Rde Kappe (Hagbard and
Signe) won him a special mentioning at The Cannes Film Festival in 1967
and also a nomination as best director. Twenty years, eight movies for
French television, and seven feature movies, mostly in Danish, later Axel
achieved an Oscar for “Best Foreign Movie” and a number of other
27) Unpublished, but available at the Danish Film Library. I thank the librarian
for providing me with a copy.
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awards, including one by the Ecumenical Jury in Cannes, for his Babettes
Gœstebud. The nominations for “best director” awards at prestigious film
festivals indicate Axel’s talent, though some of his movies have been
labeled “embarrassing” (cf. “Gabriel Axel”); his 1994 version of the tale
about the Danish prince Amlet, Shakespeare’s Hamlet, was neither a
critical nor a commercial success.
Axel’s manuscript for Babette’s Feast begins:
Karen Blixen’s “Babette’s Feast” -a short story filled with warmth and
humor. The characters are not very bright, but unbending till the day when
Babette makes her dream come true.
I have strived to be as faithful as possible toward Blixen’s personal and
original voice and have included a storyteller to preserve the poet’s own words.
I have taken the dialogue from the short story itself or deducted it from
what is written. Where the camera can describe what the text says, I have let
the pictures speak for themselves.
It will be natural if each country has a storyteller to speak in the local
language, but also if the French, Swedish and Danish actors-actresses speak in
their own mother tongue―except in the scenes where Babette and Anchille
Papin talk with the two sisters or the Dean in French, as it fits naturally with
the story.
This is done for the sake of the movie’s atmosphere and local touch.
The movies like “Fight for the heavy-water” and “Last Chance” have
gained by letting the actors use their own languages. (Axel 1986, first of four
unpaginated pages)
In his movie, Gabriel Axel does not quite follow Blixen’s division of
time28), but otherwise their storylines are so very close that many,
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including myself, first believe they are watching Karen Blixen’s story.
This has resulted in many scholarly articles treating Blixen and Axel’s
stories as if they say the same, only using different media. A closer
examination leads to the short conclusion: they do not.
The second half of the appendix demonstrates that most of the
changes have been made between the manuscript and the final cut, as is
want of movie makers. Exactly when and why are questions that remain
unanswered29).
Axel has changed the location from Norway to Denmark30). Instead of
a town with toy-like houses at the foot of a mountain by a deep
Norwegian fjord, the daughters live in an mostly black and white fishing
village on the North-Sea shore of the flat Danish West-Jutland. Inspired
by the late nineteenth century Skagen-painters, Kryer and the Anchers,
28) Blixen has 1854+1855, June 1871, and 1885, whereas Axel (1986) changes the
sisters’ encounters with Lövenhielm and Papin to 1845 and 1846 respectively
then has Babette arrive at the sisters’ house in September 1871, and the
celebration in 1885. Few will note that M. Papin in his letter of
recommendation to Philippa is quoted as writing “For 35 years, Miss Philippa,
have I lamented.” (Axel 1987, 0:33:42), which would make Babette arrive in
1881. In his manuscript, Axel had “sixteen years”, which would not have added
up correctly either, because at the very beginning the manuscript has, “Close-
ups of the young Martine and Philippa 1845” (Axel 1986, page 4, scene 12a).
29) For this article I have contacted Madamme Aubran, who acted Babette, to
learn if she remembers any of the circumstances that led to changes, but so far
I have not received any reply from her. Likewise, I have not been able to
establish a contact to Mr. Axel for further clarifications.
30) Keller 1999 notes that changing the location made the movie financially less
expensive (147), and quotes Axel from an interview, “I’m sure Blixen would
have appreciated my choice to move her Norwegian town to West-Jutland. She
would, like me, have realized that sonorous Norwegian doesn’t match the story
at all. I wanted to extract Blixen’s language. Ebba Rode [locally a famous actor]
。
shouldn’t all of the sudden start talking in the local dialect of Jutland Na sga
do bar’ hr’. It’s impossible to imagine Blixen in that language.” (153).
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the light is immanently well used resulting in beautiful cinematography;
some of the scenes featuring Babette pay homage to the painters just
mentioned. At least for the Danish spectator, this identifies the geography
of the village to somewhere in the most northern part of Jutland. Because
the location has been changed but the dialogue retained, some details
become strained. Three examples: In Blixen’s story the aunt, identified as
the father’s sister of the Swedish Lieutenant resides in Fossum,
Norway31). In Axel’s version, she lives in Nrre Vosborg32). It is well
within reason to imagine brother and sister living in Sweden and
Denmark. However, when later Axel lets Lövenhielm declare, with
Blixen’s words, that the pastor’s writings belong “to our queen’s favorite
literature,” there is a conflict of nationality; 1885-Norway belonged to
Sweden, Denmark did not.
Along the line of inter-Scandinavian conflicts―Babette arrived on a
ship called “Anna Colbjrnsen.” Thus, it is named after one of Norway’s
most famous female heroes. Anna Colbjrnsen, or Colbjrnsdatter as she
would have been called in her own age33) (ca. 1667―1736) was a pastor’s
wife who during the Great Northern War (1700―1721) succeeded in
warning some Danish-Norwegian troops of their Swedish enemies’
approach and in getting the Swedes drunk before a battle on 29 March
31) In fact, there is a wood producing enterprice called Fossum Bruk near the lake
Bogstadvannet, not far from the Norwegian capital, Oslo/Christiania. It was
founded in 1400 but has since 1888 belonged to one of Norway’s largest forrest
companies, Lvenskiold-Væker (cf. http://www.snl.no/Fossum_Bruk). These
names may have inspired Blixen.
32) Nrre Vosborg is a still existing Danish manor house from 1299/ 1530 located
about 10 kilometers east of the west coast and about one kilometer east of
Nissum Fjord.
33) “sen” in Colbjrnsen means “son of” where “datter” means “daughter of.”
Gylseth (1996) argues that the later change of her name was meant as an
honor in an androcentric society.
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1716. The Swedes were under command of a Colonel Löwen (Gylseth
1996). The ship’s name is retained by Axel, though her name is little
known in Denmark.
The third instance is when, during the feast, one of the women
recounts how the pastor walked across the iced fjord although they live by
the North Sea that to the best of my knowledge has not iced.
Geography aside, Axel’s medium has inevitably invited some changes.
Blixen lets General Lövenhielm remember the triumph of winning a
“concours hippique” in Paris while he and his aunt ride the sledge
towards Berlevaag (ID 1958, 47:2). When served Babette’s trade mark
dish “Caille en Sarcophage” his recollection continues, silently, with the
celebration of him in Cafe Anglais, (ID 1958, 50:4f.). These parts are
combined in the movie and the silent memories become an outspoken
monologue of the General with the full attention of the other diners else
when they have “Caille en Sarcophage (Axel 1987: 1h20m08―).
Visually, Axel has included many takes focused on Babette’s
preparation of the food, and this has deservedly made his Babettes
Gœstebud a much acclaimed food movie. Very often, food in movies is
something talked about but preparations are little shown, except for
cabbage cutting, dough kneading, and soup tasting, because retakes make
it an expensive or daring thing to show the assembling of a wedding cake
or the picking of a fowl. In “Babette,” quails are picked, broiled, cut open,
stuffed with truffle, placed in their pastry sarcophagus, and baked in the
oven. The sea turtle for the genuine turtle soup is only shown alive,
though.
The most striking difference between Blixen and Axel comes about 1
hour 40 minutes into the movie, when Martine and Philippa seek up
Babette after her feast. Axel’s scene starts in the kitchen, as Blixen has it,
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but Babette moves with the sisters into the dining-room, where she begins
to cleare the table. The sisters say how much they will miss her, when
Babette has returned to Paris. Then the dialogue goes on (in Danish with
my English translation+the Japanese translation on the videotape with
my retranslation for reference;  means the content of the Japanese is
identical with the preceding Danish/English phrase):
Babette: Jeg tager ikke til Paris. [I am not going to Paris]
Martine: Rejser du ikke til Paris? [Are you not leaving for Paris?]
B: Jeg har ikke noget at tage tilbage til. [I have nothing to return to] 私
は戻れないのです [I cannot go back]
Alle er de borte. [All of them are gone] すべて失いました [I have lost
everything]
Og jeg har ingen penge. [Besides, I haven’t got any money]  お金も
ありません
(Philippa sits down)
M: Ingen penge [No money?]  お金がない？
Jamen, de titusinde francs [But, the ten thousand Francs]  でも
あの１万フランは？
B: Givet ud [Spent]  使いました。
M: Titusinde francs [Ten thousand Francs?]  １万フランも？
(Martine seats herself)
B: En middag til tolv paa Café Anglais kostede titusinde francs [A
dinner for twelve at Cafe Anglais cost ten thousand Francs]  カフェ
アングレの１２人分は１万フランです。
Philippa: Jamen kære Babette, du skulle ikke have givet alt hvad du ejer og
har for vores skyld [Oh, but dear Babette, you should not have spent
your everything for our sake.] 私たちのために全部使ってしまうなんて
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[You should not have spent all of it for our sake.]
B: (pauses a bit, then laughs through her nose) Det var ikke alene for
Deres skyld [It was not for your sake only.] 理由はほかもあります
[There are other reasons as well.]
The last line is radically different from Dinesen/Blixen’s, “For your sake?
No, for my own.” As can be seen in the appendix, this original phrase was
included in Axel 1986. Axel 1987’s change may explain the Pontifical
Council for Social Communications’ inclusion of Babettes Gœstebud on its
list of fifteen “Best films on religion” since the first century of film making
(USCC [1996]), because, in my opinion, it changes how we understand
Babette Hersant.
Throughout his movie, Axel has made Babette less wild and black.
The manuscript includes, for instance, scenes of Babette on the Parisian
barricades in 1871, but a black and white still is the sole visual reference
to the traumatic events that sent her off to Denmark. Axel 1987 does
include an effectively filmed nightmare suffered by Martine when she has
seen the ingredients (0:57:57ff. cf. KB 1958, 46:2; ID 1958, 40:3). It also
has the old members of the congregation promise not to taste or talk
about what they will be served to defy the possible witchcraft and
temptations. But though dressed in black throughout the story, Madame
Audran, enacting Babette, is not physically big or heavy to look at,
different from Blixen’s description of a “massive, dark” woman (ID 1958,
29:1). She is strict yet less witch-like.
Just as this article is about to be published, I was fortunate to talk
with Gabriel Axel asking him specifically about the change of Babette. He
gave me these reasons; in the printed medium it is easier to get away
with contradictions, so when converting a text into pictures, decisions
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have to be made―“If one doesn’t dare that, better not direct the movie,”
as Axel quoted the late Japanese master director Akira Kurosawa. Axel
found Babette’s final line too arrogant, and believes that making her
milder is in the spirit of Karen Blixen, he told me (telephone conversation,
13 June 2010).
I find the movie entertaining, moving, and well done. Axel’s pictures
have strongly influenced the way I visualize the story when reading the
novella. Still, does the film convey Blixen’s point? Is it a fair reading of
her work? By showing us Babette in her “atelier” Axel portraits her well
as a great artist, but the ending lets down her full dedication to her art.
To answer that question and discuss what Blixen’s point might be
follows a brief survey of other readings of Babette’s Feast.
Other Readings
Most available readings are recorded by scholars―theologians,
feminists, psychologists, biographers, and, of course, scholars in literature.
Their analyses strive to see Babette’s Feast in the context of the whole
body of Karen Blixen’s work and/or her life, and their findings are thought
stimulating. I have not come across any sources that document the
reception among the first edition’s potentially several million US readers,
but at least one Danish reader sent Blixen her comments; her name is
Birthe Andrup. She was the head librarian of Odense City Library and a
long time friend of Blixen, wherefore her “profile” does not match The
Ladies Home Journal readers’. We note that Andrup refers to the second
Danish edition, wherefore she read it in the context of the other anecdotes
of destiny. Nevertheless, her reaction was intended for Blixen, not the
world of scholarship and as such is of interest to us.
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I am now reading Anecdotes of Destiny for the second time, and I realize that
a third and a fourth time is necessary. Perhaps I’m worn out, perhaps the
picture will change, but except for Babette’s Feast―(a wonderfully warm and
immediate34) story, a lovely and positive Blixen-story), -I don’t like this book,
neither the inside nor the outside. (Andrup to Blixen, 30 Oct. 1958; quoted in
LEvol. 2: p. 401, my translation).
Every article on the story includes a description and usually an
interpretation of Babette Hersant. Many finds her to be a metaphor for
Jesus or a witch.
As Jesus:
Mary Ann Fatula (on the novella), “Finally, Babette’s feast and the
feasts of grace which are our very lives, are a sharing in this meal in
which we feed on God, and where, indeed, everything is possible.”
Angel F. Méndez Montoya (2009, on the novella) finds that,
Babette’s culinary art is her own self-giving, her own self-expression, and
in this novel that creativity reaches its climax in a lavish banquet that
transforms people’s hearts and lives. Her culinary gift is both erotic and
agapeic, or “gastroerotic” (...). While being an epiphany of beauty, Babette’s gift
is simultaneously an expression of goodness and trust, for she does not mind
sharing the riches with others. And this kenotic act does not leave her empty.
(...) In this story, the sharing Babette is ecstatic, illuminating, transformative,
and healing. (121)
Karl Bowman and Jonathan Walker, “Babette also makes an
important sacrifice in her search for happiness and purpose. She is not
only an artist, but an unselfish one.”




Majorie Bowens-Wheatley (on the movie), “Thus, one message of the
film is that giving of one’s self is salvific (...) while Babette (who remains
in the kitchen throughout) serves the guests, representing the image of
Jesus as servant.
Mary Elizabeth Podles (1992, on the movie), sees Axel’s changes as an
improvement of the story, and concludes “Axel’s most central theme is the
self-donation of the artist. Babette, as the giver of grace through her art,
is a parallel to Christ who gives himself through the Eucharist, with all
that it entails of the gifts of unity and forgiveness.”
Wendy M. Wright (on the movie), “Babette herself is clearly a Christ-
image, (...).”
Margaret H. McFadden (2004, on the movie), “Referring to a medieval
tradition of the feminine Christ figure-Christ as mother, who nourishes
her children. “Grace”-generously and unconditionally given to all-is a key
to understanding the films under discussion, including Babette.”
Kuribayashi Teruo (2007, on the movie),“バベットは明らかにキリスト
のイメージ（保守的な福音派のシネマ解説ではバベットはキリストではなく
『天使』）”Babette is obviously an image of Christ. (From a conservative
Evangelical interpretation of the movie, Babette is not Christ but an
angel).
Babette as a non-Jesus/ witch:
Sara Stambaugh (1988, on the novella):
Her meal thus becomes a communion feast for the twelve diners with the
thirteenth figure, Babette, in the kitchen acting the part of a Dionysian Christ.
// Thirteen, it should be noted, is the number not only of the Last Supper but
also of a witches coven, and the imagery associated with Babette and her
preparations makes clear that she is a proper witch. (...) Babette’s red-haired
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assistant is twice described as her familiar (Anecdotes of Destiny, pp. 48, 54),
the color of his hair reflecting a traditional association with devils. (81)
Frantz Leander Hansen (2003, on the novella), like Stambaugh,
argues that Babette is a witch that masters what Christianity denies―the
sensuality and corporeality of life. That Babette is an anti-Christ, Hansen
demonstrates by extracting the numerous references to witchcraft. He
points out, how the emphasis on the red color of the boy who assists
Babette associates with that of demons and the fact that the boy came
from a ship combined with Babette’s witch-like nature likely is a reference
to a witch trial that took place in Denmark around 1590; likely, because
Blixen “refers to a specific historical event where a woman was convicted
of being a witch” in her essay Daguerreotypes of 1951 (Hansen, 80)35).
James R. Keller (2006, on the movie),
Babette is the kitchen shaman, her goal to open the portal between the
earthly and the divine so that the members of the tribe can commune with or
seek advice from their dead ancestor. (...) Babette’s work may be intended to
reacquaint the Christians with the more fleshly religions of their distant past,
rehabilitating earthly pleasure and demonstrating that the spiritual can just
as easily be attained through indulgence as through self-denial, through the
complex as through the simplistic.
Still others see her as neither Jesus nor a witch but rather as God,
the creator, eg. Robert A. Flanagan (1998), “Babette is an icon
35) It is, by the way, strange that Stambaugh’s work is not included in Hansen’s




illuminating the generosity of God.” I first met this interpretation in a
study on Blixen’s theology, by Svend Bjerg, a Danish theologian. He
argues that she accepts God as an artist with humor, but refuses the idea
of salvation through Jesus death and resurrection, because all of us must
face and handle our own fate, no one can do it on our behalf. Bjerg
concludes that Blixen therefore was not Christian (Bjerg 1989).
As evident from the quotations above, diverse interpretations of
Babette’s nature naturally also lead to diverse understandings of her
feast, its effect and Blixen’s intentions behind it all. Langbaum (1964) was
the first to publish a study of Blixen’s collected oeuvre in English, and he
argued that in the end a change had taken place in the two sisters,
whereas Hansen (2003), a researcher at the Blixen Museum, 40 years
later “having scratched the varnish a little” (62) reads a tragedy because
none of Babette’s sacrifices, neither in Paris nor in Berlevaag, bring
permanent changes to “the systems” that oppress. Keller (2006) agrees
with Hansen,
Similarly, Lownhielm is deceived by the luxurious feast and inadvertently
by his fellow diners. (...) The Lutherans have not become more open to worldly
bliss, and there has been no permanent union of his alternative life choices-
righteousness or pleasure/glory-save in the brief period that the celebrants
have been under the spell of Babette’s divine cooking. (...) Babette has only
made the General and his companions comfortable in the life choices that they
have made, reaffirming the values, both physical and spiritual, to which they
were already committed. Thus the feast may be defined as euphoria, affirming
a false sense of well-being, not actually altering the diner’s reality save insofar
as it has made the worldlings and the ascetics better able to understand that
which motivates their philosophical antithesis. (Keller 2006, 160)
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A quite different and very interesting interpretation has been offered
by Esther Rashkin, who applies Freud to Babette’s Feast and reads it as
“A recipe for mourning” (Rashkin 1995). She notices 1) the many losses
suffered by the main characters, 2) their inability to speak about them, 3)
how the three main dishes―the turtle soup, the Blinis Demidoff and the
Cailles en Sarcophage all are related to death/ funerals... the sea turtle
carrying its own tomb, Blinis Demidoff, according to Rashkin being a dish
often served at funerals in Russia, and Cailles en Sarcophage, perhaps
speaking for itself, but can be translated as “my dear in the flesh eating
stone”, 4) how, through the dinner, the participants become able to speak
about their sorrows and thereby reconcile themselves. It follows, then,
that unlike Hansen, Rashkin does not see Babette’s Feast end tragically,
for once a sorrow has been processed, digested and verbalized, the one in
sorrow has new opportunities opening up. Unlike the interpretations
discussed above, Rashkin does not address the salvific aspect of the meal
in a theological sense, but focuses on the remembrance/ memorial aspect
that is obviously present in both Babette’s feast for the dead dean, and
The Last Supper remembered and celebrated in Christianity’s Love Feast.
Somewhat along the line of Rashkin, it is worth looking at Babette’s
Feast from a biographical perspective of Karen Blixen’s life―Rashkin, too,
extracts some of the parallels. Donelson 1995 demonstrates how much of
Blixen’s work can be seen as reflections of and on her life-experiences.
Donelson does not go into the details of Babette’s Feast, but following her
logic, Babette could be a mirror of Blixen herself; the artist whose heart is
crying for the world to let it perform its very best. Babette Hersant shares
with her creator the loss of a husband and a child under tragic
circumstances; as is mentioned above Blixen lost her husband to
infidelity, her love for most of the 1920s, Finch Hatton died in an airplane
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crash, and, perhaps, a much wanted child36). While there was no direct
connection between Finch Hatton’s death and Blixen’s leaving Africa, the
two events happened sequentially, like Babette escaping Paris and France
after her cause there was lost, whereby she also lost the restaurant where
she entertained the selected and celebrated, paralleled by Blixen’s loss of
her coffee farm, where she had entertained princes and aristocrats with
much acclaimed food and wine. There is no point in stretching this
analogue too far; after all, Karen Blixen returned to her native home
surrounded by people she knew, and she managed to speak, though
perhaps she felt her audience did not understand her loss? She often
complained about the Danes’ seriousness in their reception of her and her
work. While Babette stoically accepts the sisters’ life style, Blixen is said
to have rebelled from an early age against procurator-like values of
frugality and mediocrity, preferring what she believed to be the genuine
noble approach to life as she saw it in Finch Hatton and among the
African peoples (cf. Larsson 1997, and Donelson). Finally, two of the years
1871 and 1885 periodizing Babette’s Feast are of importance to Blixen’s
life: She herself was born in 1885 and her father, serving as an officer on
the French side against Prussia in the 1870―1871 war, witnessed the
Parisian Commune in 1871, and wrote about it37). Donelson has observed
that in the stories Blixen can often be identified in one of the male
protagonists. In Babette’s Feast, the General’s speech about Grace
permitting us “to eat our cake and keep it,” so to say, is not in line with
Blixen’s ideas of destiny (cf. Bjerg’s analysis), so he would not qualify. On
the other hand, Achille Papin does fit, with his one hundred percent
commitment to the role of Don Giovanni. However, rather than look for
36) See footnote 3 above.
37) William Dinesen, Paris under Communen, 1872.
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Blixen among the men, the three main female characters are more easily
seen as embodying aspects of her. After all, Blixen was, according to her
biographers’ studies, not always a daring woman; at least until she moved
to Kenya, she simultaneously seem to have longed for the security in the
known, for instance wanting her mother to follow her to Marseille, and
even after having moved there, she would “go home” to Denmark for
longer stays, and have second thoughts about returning to Kenya. And
like the sisters, she was prepared to spend what she could spare for the
sake of the less fortunate.
Babette’s Feast is certainly not a self-biographical story only. The
confrontation between piety and non-piety is important, and has been
much commented on, yet when combined with Axel’s reading, a few
observations deserve mentioning. The discussions of Blixen and Babette
rarely, if ever, relate to the facts that “Piety vs. Liberal Christianity in a
rural setting” was a significant theme in two works of Blixen’s
contemporary Danish authors, Kirk and Munk, and Axel’s contemporary
directors, Dreyer and Ravn.
The first was the 1928 debut novel Fiskerne (The Fishers) by Hans
Kirk (1898―1962). This story, the first so-called “collective novel” in
Denmark, is hardly known abroad but within the Danish borders it has
attained fame and is a widely read classic. Fiskerne is about a group of
families that hope to improve their lot in life by leaving the strenuous and
dangerous fishery of Jutland’s North-West coast and in the 1920s settle
into a fjord village to fish there instead. Most of them have been
awakened to Christ and their faith strengthens them when faced with
dangers, poverty, and death; piety is meant to show as restraints on
human lusts for alcohol, gambling, and sex in particular as well as to put
the practitioners beyond greed, envy, and violence―in sum a bulwark
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against the cardinal sins. Their new environment with its modernity,
makes it harder to stay within the line. They attend the parish church but
find the pastor’s teaching a soft indulging breeze where they expect a
thunderstorm to sweep away their pretense and reveal their sinfulness.
Their spokesman confronts the pastor on several occasions, neither being
willing to accept the others stance. Eventually, the pastor decides to leave
for the benefit of the newcomers. Hans Kirk’s father was of a poor, pious
fisher family while his mother came from a more well-to-do farmer family
of a liberal Christian bent, wherefore he knew the conflicting views first
hand. Kirk does not criticize pietism as such, but balances the acquired
strength that carries through hardship with the psychic strain suffered by
many of its followers and their surroundings. (Jensen, 2008) Kirk later
joined the Communist Party in defense of the exploited people and was
imprisoned by the German occupation forces in Denmark. Fiskerne was
widely read in Kirk’s own days, again among the 1960s’ intellectuals,and
in 1977 it’s fame was renewed when The Danish Radio broadcast a TV-
drama version in six installments, directed by Jens Ravn (1941―)38).
Kaj Munk (1898―1944) wrote Ordet (The Word), a play that was first
staged in 1932. In it, he discusses true Christianity. Two family fathers,
the rich farmer Morten Borgen and the poor tailor Peter Skædder, are
both strong in their affiliation with the liberal theology of Grundtvig and
the piety movement respectively. Borgen, a widower, has three sons; the
atheist Mikkel, the oldest, is heir to the farm, himself the father of two
daughters, and married to Inger, who is expecting their third child;
38) Ravn worked as assistant director for Gabriel Axel in three productions in the
1960s including the Cannes Film Festival awarded, and Golden Palm
nominated “Den Rde Kappe” (eng. Hagbard and Signe, 1967) and for Carl Th.




Johannes, the second, once studied theology but at the beginning of the
story is in a mental darkness (due to love? Due to Kierkegaard?) so he
speaks and acts as Jesus returned to the present; Borgen’s youngest son is
Anders. Peter Skædder is married and has a daughter, Anna. Anders and
Anna are in love, but when Anders proposes, Peter Skædder turns him
down because “you do not belong to our religion.” Morten Borgen, on the
other hand believes the young have the right to decide for themselves, and
seeks up Peter Skædder to tell him not to let his religion matter. While he
does so, Inger goes into labor. A midwife and a medical doctor are called.
The child is still-born, but the doctor manages to save Inger’s life. He has
a discussion about faith versus science with the local pastor and Morten
Borgen. After the doctor has left, Inger suddenly dies. The play gained
fame and the film director Carl Th. Dreyer (1889―1968) wanted to make it
into a movie the moment he saw it, but Munk declined his first approach,
granting the right to the Swedish director Gustaf Molander (1888―1973)
whose Ordet was released in 1943 (“Gustaf Molander”). Twelve years later
followed Dreyer’s acclaimed version. At Inger’s funeral, her daughter
Maren, who has absolute faith in her uncle Johannes, asks him to wake
her mother up. Johannes, having himself been awakened=regained his
faculties by the shock of Inger’s death (?), in Jesus name asks Inger to rise
from the dead. The play ends with Inger asking “The Child, does it live?”
and Mikkel answers, “Yes, he lives at home with God/ [or] in the home of
God,” while Morten and Peter praise the Lord. In Dreyer’s movie Inger
follows up on her Mikkel’s answer, and he, the atheist, professes now to
believe. Kaj Munk was himself a pastor. He was, unlike Hans Kirk but
like many others in Denmark, in favor of Hitler’s reform policies and anti-
democratic moves, even in the autumn 1940 after the German occupation
of Denmark, whereas he spoke out against the pogrom of the Jews (cf.
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Tjrnehj) and later still gained fame as a part of the Danish resistance
movement. On 5 January 1944, Munk was killed by a German led group
of SS-soldiers for his verbal opposition.
Munk’s parish was Veders, a village on the coast of mid-west
Jutland. That coast is the location for the film version of Ordet and
Veders itself is a few kilometers Southwest of Nrre Vosborg, the manor
house identified as that of General Lövenhielm’s aunt in Axel’s Babette.
This particular connection has not been mentioned before, I think, but
otherwise the parallels between Dreyer’s Ordet (1955, Eng. The Word / Jp.
奇跡) and Axel’s Babette have been pointed out by film critiques39). Both
movies have West Jutland as the field of struggle between pious and
liberal theology, both have the feeder (mother/cook) as a central character,
and they share two actors: actress Birgitte Federspiel, the mother = Inger
Borgen in Ordet and the main part of Martine in Babette, and Preben
Lerdorff-Rye, Johannes in Ordet, a fisher in Fiskerne, and a member of
the congregation in Babette.
As the short biographical notes on Kirk and Munk demonstrate the
men were simultaneously known for works dealing with intra-Lutheran
conflicts of faith, both had a first-hand experience of the conflict and the
milieu of West Jutland, both sympathized with the radical movements of
Soviet communism (Kirk) and German national socialism (Munk) in the
1930s, and both were, after Germany occupied Denmark on 9 April 1940,
directly confronted with Nazi persecution, the former imprisoned, the
latter murdered. Blixen did not sympathize with Hitler and she helped
hiding refugees on their way to Sweden when the persecution of Jews
began in Denmark in the autumn of 1943 (Thurman, 349―350). While her




Babette’s Feast is located in a Norwegian fjord town, not a Danish west
coast village, it shares in the discussions of pietism but in a cosmopolitan
way more readily understandable to Blixen’s North American readers.
Whereas Kirk’s story has newcomers, the pietists, in its center and mostly
view the world from their perspective, and Munk’s story has the two
parties co-exist from the beginning but clearly is focused on the liberal
(Grundtvig) family, Blixen let’s the liberal (Catholic) seek refuge with the
pietists. She tells the story from the point of view of the pietists yet
Babette is as much a central character as Martine and Philippa and has
more of Blixen’s sympathy40).
Conclusion
Babette’s Feast is a most entertaining story that with humor
encourages its readers to live fully, make flesh and spirit meet. As such, it
definitely is a critique of narrowmindedness, of a one-sided, phobic life-
approach. In the story, Babette Hersant is compared with a witch and
associated with the black stone in Mecca, but neither represented “evil” to
Blixen, though she might have expected her readers to think differently. I
agree with Bjerg’s analysis that Blixen meant Babette to be “the great
artist” =the creative God, not Christ-like redeemer, though from a
Trinitarian Christian perspective this is, of course, a false dichotomy―
40) Other, newer, movies that discusses piety vs. liberal includes Lars Von Trier’s
confrontation between a strict Scottish Presbyterian group and an outsider in
Breaking the waves (1997) that owes much to Dreyer’s Ordet. Lasse
Hallström’s Chocolat (2000), paying homage to Babette, has a male Catholic
pietistic French city-owner suppressing his flesh during Lent and confronted
with a female outsider, a chocolatier of South-American Indian (=pagan)
descent, who heals flesh and spirit with her goods.
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Jesus is God, God is Jesus. On the other hand, I cannot see an all-out
anti-Christian message in the novella, for one of its premises is that the
Dean’s mission for a time had brought peace to the members of his
congregation, if not a lasting one. A similar pattern of organizational
decay is observable in all organizations, including the Christian churches.
We don’t know for how long the reconciliation and peace induced by
Babette’s feast will last, but all the participants, including Babette, lived
at least in a moment when it was real―“They had been given one hour of
the millennium, a glimpse of the New Jerusalem” (ID 1950, 210:15).
Similarly, the reader―I―feel the bliss when finishing the story―the way
also Andrup read it. There is no need to modify Babette, as Axel has done
it; was he uncertain if modern spectators would not or could not accept
her original, divine artist nature? Or was the Eucharistic and salvific
aspects the main ones, as he read Blixen’s story?
Probing the details of the story has demonstrated the care with which
Blixen crafted it. Its deliberate myth-like quality combine with the much
information available about the author opens it up for the many different
interpretations I have summarized above. As noted in the beginning of
this article, form and content influence one another, so in addition to that
which has been provided by the author, we will be influenced by the
layout and on top of it all by what we, as readers, bring with us from
outside. The significance of the romance; tragedy, comedy, existential
ideas, feminist ideals, anti-pietism, witches and God really depends on
what we look for41). Montoya (2009, chapter 1) eloquently argues how a
41) In a letter to her US publisher, Robert K. Haas, Blixen classified Babette’s
Feast as belonging to “pieces of music played on different instruments from my
other stories, -say clarinets or bassoons, -and in the manner of such
compositions, they are not to be taken too seriously. But this definition does
not, to my mind, necessarily affect the question of their quality as work of art.”
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dish is more than its ingredients, because they enrich each other. Thanks
to Blixen’s creative preparations the many elements we can identify
enrich each other, resulting in the delicate Babette’s Feast.
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